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Issue 13: Occult, Magick,
Evil and the Powers of
Horror. Volume 2.
Slowly but inexorably crawling upon my consciousness and rising above every other
impression, came a dizzying fear of the unknown; a fear all the greater because I
could not analyse it, and seeming to concern a stealthily approaching menace; not
death, but some nameless, unheard-of thing inexpressibly more ghastly and abhorrent.
H.P. Lovecraft – The Crawling Chaos
Deprived of world, therefore, I fall in a faint. In that compelling, raw, insolent thing
in the morgue's full sunlight, in that thing that no longer matches and therefore
no longer signifies anything, I behold the breaking down of a world that erased its
borders: fainting away. The corpse, seen without God and outside of science, is the
utmost of abjection. It is death infecting life. Abject. It is something rejected from
which one does not part, from which one does not protect oneself as from an object.
Imaginary uncanniness and real threat, it beckons to us and ends up engulfing us.
Julia Kristeva – The Power of Horror
[…] Poe, Baudelaire, Proust and Valéry [...] express a “consciousness of crisis”: a pleasure in decay, in destruction, in the beauty of evil; a celebration of the asocial, of the
anomic – the secret rebellion of the bourgeois against his own class.
Herbert Marcuse – The Aesthetic Dimension
Fear holds a beguiling power over the human species. Against the abyssal terror that
threatens to colonise the soul, dissolve the self or annihilate the body, the human
mind sets a fortress of repression, regulation and control. With an obsessive regimentation it seeks to keep the strange unnameable force at bay, but the thing will not reseed. It lingers... a haunting, uncontrollable thing. Lingering; dizzying the senses with
the threat of nausea and revilement. Caught in the midst of this unnamed spectre,
the poor being seeks to evade its own obliteration, but it is also enticed. It is fascinated by destruction, of others and itself. It wants to run, but it wants to watch. This
strange disintegration of its world fascinates it. This peculiar violation that lures its
victims with the insinuation of their own violation is known as “horror”.
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The genre of horror is the receptacle of our fears, but dethroned of their true power,
and neutered via entertainment, they now serve to excite us. Our fears are reconfirmed: mummies, zombies, vampires, ghosts and the stigmatised otherness that
haunts our social life. In this setting horror is the genre that makes possible the fleet-
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ing indulgence in our fears; a momentary catharsis that does not intrude upon our daily life.
Behind the fleeting thrill lies a defence mechanism that keeps us at a safe distance. What is
taken as horror is merely the simulacrum of horror; the cliché of horror that titillates. But then
something does intrude... .a thought, a haunting image that lingers, that causes us to sweat
at night and haunts our dreams; a horror that trespasses into real life.
Horror contains the seeds of its own destruction. The abject, which is unnameable and boarderless comes to dismantle the genre itself. True horror is beyond genre. Horror is no longer
the monsters and ghools but “a hatred that smiles” (Kristeva). Horror comes to subvert itself.
It is in this respect that one can find a subversive potential in a Poe, a Lovecraft, a Barker, an
Argento, a Cronomberg or a Lynch. Not because of political alignment, but because of the
way they make us confront our fear, reorder them and reconfigure our boundaries. At this
point horror no longer serves to reconfirm our fears, but problematises the social order, undermines its promises of security and reveal the Horror that intermingles in social life.
Turning our attention from occultism and experimentalism that dominated volume one, volume two takes horror as its guiding theme. Here Ben Noys finds, in Rawhead Rex (based on
Clive Barker's short story of the same name), one such subversion. Rawhead Rex queers the
horror genre, subverts its gender norms and reveals a materialist dimension. Following this
Dominic Fox interviews Graham Harman and they find subversive, philosophical and materialist dimensions in the works of H. P. Lovecraft. Caryn Coleman also turns to the horror in
order to exhume subversive and philosophical insights about architecture, space and the
home . Each of these articles, in a sense, reveals the power of horror to subvert preconceived
notions and reveal philosophical insights.
Takeing a different direction, Mogg Morgan turns to the reactionary and defensive mechanism that emerges within the horror genre. Exploring the myth of the mummies curse, Morgan traces the history of how an imperial mentality has overwritten and occluded the true
occult legacy of Ancient Egypt.
Finally Greg Scorzo finds horror in a more unexpected place. Exploring a horror that may accurately be said to transcend the genre, Scorzo explores manners and etiquette in Michael
Haneke's Funny Games remake. Horror comes to rebel against the genre and turns its audience against themselves.
The horror genre can lead to a protective defence mechanism which offers us a momentary terror, but always reaffirms our fears and social expectations. However it also opens the
possibility of another kind of horror; a horror that opens the abyss, obliterating the self and
reconfiguring the social order. Potentially destructive and yet potentially revitalizing. This collapse of signification works as a potential exposure therapy which reconfigures the subject
and its understanding of their place in the social order. It is in this respect that horror holds
within its transgressions a secret rebellion that turns the subject against their social function
and reconfigures the social order. In this respect, horror can be both a genre of reassurance
and self-protection, but also a genre of exposure and self-abolition. Horror is a genre among
other genres, but it is also a genre against genres. It is a genre that gnaws at the fixed, the
secure and the ordered. All is transcended. All becomes new.
Bradley Tuck
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Clive Barker and George Pavlou’s Rawhead Rex (1986) is laughably bad. While
this is not always a problem for a horror
film, in this case it seems fatal. Scripted
by Barker, from a short story in volume
three of his The Books of Blood, the film
concerns the return of the monstrous preChristian fertility deity Rawhead Rex. At
the start of the film, a workman clearing
his field releases Rex from imprisonment
by shifting an ancient stone column. After
that Rex runs amok. Clive Barker envisaged the creature as a nine-foot phallus
on the loose. Problems began in production:

I drew this big dick and they said,
“it looks like a dark dick to us.” I
said “you’ve got it.” They thought
more Arnold Schwarzenegger and
I knew I was in trouble. They got
this German ski instructor who was
6’ 3 with bigger pectorals than Linda Evans – his tits overshadowed
his navel. They got it all completely
wrong. I whined at them a little bit
and they said “get out of our face.”i
The monster, in fact, looks like an extra
from Mad Max: in leathers, with a Mohican,
and the only remaining ‘monstrous’ element
being a nasty mouth of poor FX fangs.
That is not the only failure. The
film, with its narrative of American academic investigating the persistence of
sacred sites and Neolithic fertility cults
in rural Ireland, owes some debt to The
Wicker Man (1973). It is indebted to the
motif of the pagan eruption of sexuality, although in Rawhead Rex the ninefoot phallus unsurprisingly invokes male
sexuality in parodically Lawrentian fashion. Once released, Rex induces erotic
dreams in the academic’s wife of ‘Big
Jake’, and the trope of lifted repression
is given concrete, or stone, form in the
phallic marker that is shifted at the start
of the film to unleash Rex. Whereas The
Wicker Man managed dreamy invocation
and nice shifts of sympathy from the liberated pagans to the repressed policeman,
Rawhead Rex seems clumsy and explicit.
Against the usual trope of repressed female sexuality, played on in The Wicker
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Man, this is male sexuality escaping repression. Rex’s profane ‘baptism’ of his
follower, the Church verger, by urination,
which on shadowy DVD viewing I took as
an even more vulgar blow-job, indicates
the kind of atmosphere.
Also, the Irish location seems
poorly used. Barker’s script had originally
suggested the classic English landscape
of the Kent countryside in high summer.
He reports:
They called me up and said,
“well, we’re going to make the
movie, but we’re going to make it
in Ireland, and we’re going to make
it in February.” So immediately, a
whole counterpoint of this blazing
English summer and this ravaging
monster just went out of the window.
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While The Wicker Man made good use
of the Hebridean Islands, the dreary Irish
landscape in February is largely left as
mere backdrop. There is none of the Celtic Weird of the kind Nigel Kneale achieved
with his script for Halloween III: Season of
the Witch (1983).
Yet, while I won’t claim that somehow
these failures of the film are really signs
of success of the ‘so bad it’s good’ variety, I do think the film is interesting in
the way these problems challenge some
of the conventions of horror or occult cinema. This is particularly true of what Mark
Gatiss has called ‘folk horror’. Gatiss is
referring to films like The Wicker Man,
Witchfinder General (1968), and Blood on
Satan’s Claw (1970). They all make evocative use of the countryside, playing on the
contrasts between pastoral and bloody
horror, modernity and atavistic remnants.
What provides some of the tension to
these films is that the British countryside

is an essential site of the birth of capitalism through the enclosures and clearances that resulted in a landless proletariat.
This continues to shape British ‘modernity’, with the persistence of aristocratic
landowners, the emergence of agribusiness, and a pastoral imaginary. Placing
horror in this context at once reinforces
this pastoral imaginary and undermines it.
In contrast, and this is what interests me, Rawhead Rex is a resolutely
unevocative film. I want to suggest that
this deflates some of the pretensions and
aims of horror/occult cinema to evoke
some mood of dread or wonder. Part of
this unevocative effect obviously emerges
out of the film’s troubled production history, including the frustrations of Clive
Barker as scriptwriter. Barker, who needed the money, wrote the script but had little or no input on the film. The director,
George Pavlou, wanted to create a ‘good,
honest’ monster movie, neglecting the
more ‘metaphysical’ or psychological elements. Barker noted: ‘Yet adaptations like
Rawhead Rex were deeply disappointing, because the filmmakers didn’t give a
shit about the story’s underlying psychology – they just wanted to make a monster
movie.’ The resulting clash of intentions
produces something that doesn’t work.

The film, as I’ve suggested,
mainly concerns Rex running amok in the
village – trashing a caravan park, attacking various (mainly male) locals, and trying
to reclaim the local church for his cult. The
visiting American academic Howard Hallenbeck (played by David Dukes), his wife,
and two children, really function largely as
witnesses. Hallenbeck sees the monster
near the beginning of the film, and we see
it in the first few minutes. This denies any
sense of revelation, opting for exposure.
The usual tropes of building threat and
creeping reveal are denied us. Instead we
know from the start what is going on, with
Rex revealed in all his ‘glory’.
Hallenbeck reports his sighting
to the police, who display the appropriate
incredulity. Of course they don’t believe
the story and Hallenbeck tries to flee. In a
deliberately shocking moment during that
flight Hallenbeck’s young son Robbie is
killed by Rex. This is not shown in explicit
detail, leaving a bloody shoe to do the
work. The relatively casual killing of a child
is, of course, to break a taboo, even within
the conventions of the horror film. Hallenbeck tries to take revenge by recovering
the device from the church altar that can
return Rex to his entombment. This is a
stone, which resembles the Venus of Wil-

lendorf – the famous exaggerated stone
image of a woman that is 22,000 years old.
Hallenbeck’s attempt to wield the statue
fails and it is only when his wife turns up,
for unexplained reasons, that Hallenbeck
realizes ‘it had to be a woman’. Adapting Carol Clover, we could speak of the
‘final mother’, rather than the ‘final girl’.
ii Releasing what is presumably ‘female
energy’, Rex is defeated. Although in the
final scene of the film, where the brother
of one of the other victims visits his grave,
Rex appears roaring in one of those ‘final
return’ or ‘I will go on’ moments.
The important issue to think
about here is the relationship between the
vulgar and the visceral. Although Barker
was angry the film didn’t do justice to the
tensions of his vision of sexualized monstrousness – phallic and vaginal – that
subverts organized religion, the film does
remain oddly true to his materialist vision. The monster is never hidden, from
the start, and is defiantly material – even
if this fails. This materiality, contrary to the
‘monstrous feminine’ often associated
with the horror film, turns on the ‘monstrous masculine’.iii
Typically, for Barker, the film subverts the Catholic Eucharist, replacing
communion wine as Christ’s blood with
Rex’s piss. After this obscene parody,
Rex’s follower proclaims to the local priest
that Rex ‘is God’. What’s interesting is the
reversal of the usual correlation of paganism with a female principle or anima, and
the correlation of organized religion with
a repressive male principle, which tends
to structure ‘folk horror’. The creature
cannot attack a pregnant woman and in
the church the description of Rex reads
‘death goes in fear of what it cannot be’,
i.e. in fear of the (pro)creative power of the
feminine. This pagan deity is male sexuality on the rampage. Even with its Mario-
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latory – the central role of Mary as virgin
mother in imagery and doctrine – it seems
hard to identify the Catholic Church with
the female principle. The film, in fact, suggests a continuity of repression of the female form from paganism to Christianity,
with the female outside, beyond, and contrary to these expressions of male sexuality.
This play of released and constrained male sexuality confronted by
the feminine conforms to what Diarmuid
Hester calls Barker’s queer aesthetic,
which explores the tensions of ‘gay
identifications.’iv Barker, himself gay, explores both the experience of homophobia and the constraints of gay identity.
While his later work is more affirmative
of queer possibilities and the embrace of
the weird, I would argue his earlier ‘horror’
works are more uneasily poised. Male invasiveness and absorption is, in this early
works, often deadly, shattering the self at
the expense of the self’s existence. Much
of this nuance is obviously lost in the film
version of Rawhead Rex, but the vulgarity
and directness of the adaptation to what
we could call, with irony, ‘straight horror’,
doesn’t abolish the tensions. While the
phallic monster will be much better realized in the Pinhead of Hellraiser (1987),
the clumsiness of ‘Rex’, played by a macho man with feminine breasts (recalling
Barker’s dismissal) generates some suitably ambiguous effects.
The monstrous masculine attacks men, it emerges as central and
marginal to organized religion, and it kills
a male child. Unlike the male witchfinders of folk-horror here, we have the male
monster finally, although equivocally, ‘repressed’ by the feminine. Contrary to occult cinema’s equivocal valorization of the
feminine as monstrous and hidden, shadowy and powerful, liberating and mysteri-
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ous, we have a vulgar cock on the loose.
We are used to the linking of the feminine
to matter, usually via one suggested Latin
derivation of the word ‘matter’ (materia)
from ‘mater’ (mother, origin, source). The
threat here is the Oedipal one of absorption by the maternal, or regression into
the pre-Oedipal. When James Woods
breaks down in Videodrome (1983) one
of the results is the ‘vaginal’ wound in his
stomach, onto which a video cassette is
thrust with the line ‘You must open yourself completely to this.’v
Rawhead Rex breaks with this
common trope of body-horror, by suggesting that materiality is associated with
masculine penis, urine, and blood, rather
than the more usual linking of the ‘abject’
– those substances lying between subject
and object, theorized by Julia Kristeva –
to the mother/feminine.vi Here the merging lies between men, notably the verger
and Rex. After failing to stop Hallenbeck
recover the stone the verger welcomes
death at the hands of Rex with ‘take me’,
ending in an embrace. What must be
opened to is a gay, or queer, absorption in
the masculine.
My contention is that Rawhead
Rex’s figurative and formal ‘failures’ rupture with the usual discourse of ‘occult’

horror. First, the film is an uncomfortable
generic hybrid of the slasher film and occult horror, with Rex as much in the role of
Michael or Jason or Freddy, as he is in the
role of Satan. In terms of the conventions
of the slasher film, identified by Carol Clover, Rawhead Rex is at a tangent.vii The
victims of fatal violence are men, although
the usual convention of woman-as-victim
is retained in two moments: early in the
film when Rex threatens, but cannot kill,
a pregnant woman, and in a later exploitative scene where a young woman
is dragged from her caravan leaving her
breasts exposed, but only knocked out
and not killed. Also, David Hallenbeck
plays the usual role of the ‘final girl’, tracking down the monster, expressing horror
at his son’s death, being pursued and
taunted. The intervention of his wife as the
‘final mother’ restores, briefly, the usual
‘balance’.
Similarly, as I have traced, in
terms of the ‘occult’ film the emphasis
shifts from the girl or woman as possessed subject. It is not a matter of the
woman being open, but the verger and
Hallenbeck being receptive to male power.
Carol Clover suggests the usual pattern of
the occult film (she has in mind films like
The Exorcist) is an outer spectacle of an
‘open’ female body and an inner story of
a ‘closed’ male psyche, with the female
body needing closing and the male psyche opening.viii Rawhead Rex reverses, or
at least alters, this patterning. Male bodies are as opened as are male psyches,
while female psyches are affected by the
erotic power of Rex’s emergence. This film
puts front-and-centre what Clover calls
the ‘male-opening story’, but changed
(queered?) to open the male body sexually. ix
The formal failures of the film –
its vulgarity, its failed special effects, its

brutality or clumsiness, and its unevocative staging – have something to do, I’m
suggesting, with this masculinization and
shifting of terms. While Barker was obviously unhappy with the various decisions
of the filmmakers, and viewers often
concur, there is something that actually
emerges more strongly in this vision of vulgar male sexuality ‘on the loose’. Against
the dreamy stereotypes of women’s bodies as sites of possession and power,
matched with nature in the form of the
exploited countryside, here we have male
bodies on the line. Opening and exposure
reveals a cock and not a vagina, piss and
not menstrual blood, and butchered and
seduced men rather than women. It’s unfortunate, but not surprising, that it is an
experiment that has not been repeated.
1. Clive Barker, ‘Clive on Rawhead Rex’, Revelations: Clive
Barker, http://www.clivebarker.info/rawheadrex.html
Further quotes from Barker are drawn from
this source.
2. Carol J. Clover, Men, Women and Chainsaws, London,
1992, p.35.
3. Barbara Creed, The Monstrous-Feminine: Film, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, London, 1993.
4. Diarmuid Hester, ‘Beasts, Visions and Everything: Clive
Barker’s Queer Ethics’, schoolboy errors blog, 5 September 2011:
http://schoolboyerrors.wordpress.
com/2011/05/09/clive-barker-nightbreed/
5. Clover, 1992, p.53.
6. Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror, New York, 1982.
7. Clover, 1992, pp.21-64.
8. Ibid., p.90.
9. Ibid., p.94.
All images are stills from Rawhead Rex (1986)
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Graham Harman on
H.P. Lovecraft
An Interview
By Dominic Fox

H. P. Lovecraft

Graham Harman
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Readers who know of Graham Harman
as the originator of “object-oriented ontology” but do not otherwise know his work
may be surprised by his interest in the horror
writer H. P. Lovecraft – and more surprised
still that he has devoted a book, Weird Realism, to the philosophical exploration of
Lovecraft’s strange fictions. Yet it is precisely this kind of confrontation, between a
speculative metaphysics and a speculative
fiction, that both stimulates ideas and withdraws from philosophical intelligibility, that
Harman’s work is concerned with. “Objects”, on Harman’s account, are not mere-

ly the furniture of a bourgeois home, inertly
available for human use. They constantly
interact with each other, without ever becoming the sum of their interactions: there
is always more to any object than any other
object can make of it. Objects are weird,
not only to us but to each other.
In this interview, I wanted to see how
Harman’s approach to Lovecraft as a philosopher might be fruitful for a consideration of the horror movie as a genre which
depicts unspeakable, unthinkable, unfilmable abominations, yet does so by present-

ing a sensuous surface on which things
– and, sometimes, Things – are shown. Is
Lovecraft’s apparent unfilmability a special
case? I was also interested in how Harman’s technique of philosophically-motivated literary analysis, which produces
several delightful and revealing readings of
well-known Lovecraft stories, might be applied within film criticism. What would an
object-oriented theory of Cinema be like?
1. I’d like to begin by considering one of
the greatest mysteries in the reception and
dissemination of Lovecraft’s work: the absence of even a single satisfactory film adaptation of any of the major stories in the
mythos. True, there is a Dunwich Horror,
generally considered botched, and Reanimator, which although it enjoys a cult
status of its own has drifted far from the
Lovecraftian source. But no Cannes-bust-

ing Call of Cthulhu, no Guillermo del Toro
Whisperer in Darkness, no Mountains of
Madness starring Brad Pitt. Lovecraftiana
is everywhere, from role-playing games
to internet memes to plush Cthulhu dolls.
His “brand recognition” has never been
higher. And yet Lovecraft himself remains
unfilmed - and perhaps unfilmable. Why
do you think this might be?
Along with films we might also speak
of paintings. I doubt there is any visual art
that does justice to the stories. While there
is always a challenge to translate written
work into visual terms, this is especially
the case for an author such as Lovecraft
(or Poe) whose literary craft has so much
to do with an ambivalent description that
functions by partially cancelling its claim to
description.
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As mentioned in my book, Cthulhu is
not straightforwardly described as octopus plus dragon plus human. Instead, the
description runs as follows: If I say that my
somewhat extravagant imagination yielded simultaneous pictures of an octopus,
a dragon, and a human caricature, I shall
not be unfaithful to the spirit of the thing. A
pulpy, tentacled head surmounted a grotesque and scaly body with rudimentary
wings; but it was the general outline of
the whole which made it most shockingly
frightful.”
Now, some wildly imaginative filmmaker, painter, or sculptor might come up
with something memorably weird enough
to approximate the strangeness we feel
when reading Lovecraft. One could design
some ghastly visual amalgam of octopus,
dragon, and human with a convincingly
jarring effect. But how could a visual product do justice to the qualifying phrases “I
shall not be unfaithful to the spirit of the
thing” and “it was the general outline of
the whole which made it most shockingly
frightful?” In fact, Lovecraft already subsumes artistic depiction under the weirdness of his language: after all, the description just quoted is of a sculpture after
all. And however brilliant the “decadent”
sculptor Wilcox from RISD may have been,
the narrator Thurston is still not quite able
to describe it to us without the hesitant
admission that he is “not unfaithful” to its
“spirit” and “general outline.”
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Unlike Lovecraft’s written text, any film
version would have to put its cards on
the table and adopt some definite look
for Cthulhu, and this is bound to fall short
of the text. In fact, it may be that the only
successful film adapation of Lovecraft is
the recent fake silent film, in which the
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ludicrous inadequacy of visual depiction
can be tacitly blamed on the “primitive”
medium of “silent film” itself. I thought that
was a brilliant idea by the filmmakers.
The same is true for Lovecraft’s depiction of sound. There’s the scene at
the close of “The Dunwich Horror,” when
Wilbur’s monstrous brother makes a loud
noise from the mountaintop and Lovecraft
says that “only by analogy” could we call
it sound at all, and characterized it as having “a ghastly infra-bass timbre” (a brilliant
phrase that might be dismissed as purple
prose by Lovecraft’s less-discerning critics). No Hollywood sound engineer, however gifted, will be able to generate a fully
convincing version of such a sound. So
too for the sounds made by the creatures
in the hotel hallway in “The Shadow over
Innsmouth.” I especially adore Lovecraft’s
description of them as “hoarse barkings
and loose-syllabled croakings.” Once in
awhile I try to imitate these sounds (only
when no one is nearby, of course) and it
is difficult even to imagine what it might
sound like, let alone pull it off.
So too for bodily movement. Speaking
of “The Shadow Over Innsmouth,” I’ll bet
there is no actor or mime on earth who
can convincingly mimic the “shambling
gait” of Innsmouth’s residents. Lovecraft
understands the power of literary suggestion, and whatever kind of suggestion exists in other media, it is too different from
the literary kind for direct translation to be
possible.
Years before I read Lovecraft for the
first time, I was reading Poe seriously, and
Poe is certainly Lovecraft’s ancestor in this
respect (as in other more obvious but less
important respects). Consider “The Fall

“Power 8 mandelbulb fractal overview” by
Ondřej Karlík

of the House Usher.” When examining a
painting of an underground vault, the narrator says that “certain accessory portions
of the design served well to convey the
idea that this excavation lay at an exceeding depth beneath the earth’s surface.”
This “conveyance” of an idea is simply not
something that happens in visual terms in
the same way as with language.
2. Thinking a little more about CGI
monsters, the modelling and rendering
techniques involved in bringing such creatures to the screen are typically strictly
“Euclidean” or geometrically “standard”.
For Lovecraft, “non-Euclidean geometry”

is one of the hallmarks of weird architecture, just as “non-Darwinian biology” is a
sign that we are dealing with a profoundly
alien relationship to life and death. But it’s
not impossible to imagine a CGI monster
that would be a 5-dimensional mathematical form being projected into three dimensions - or something like the Mandelbulb
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandelbulb),
a repulsively and fascinatingly Lovecraftian mathematical abomination. Is the
“weird” ultimately the “non-standard” in
this sense, or is Lovecraft using notions
such as “non-Euclidean geometry” to
gesture towards something beyond mere
deviance, something that even a “higher”
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mathematics (or extended vocabulary of
CGI forms) would be unable to portray?
I agree about the Mandelbulb, which I
had never seen until clicking your link. It
is repulsively Lovecraftian indeed, and the
closest thing I’ve seen to a living shape
that might appear in “At the Mountains of
Madness.” But the more I look at it, the
more I think the repulsiveness comes from
its suggestion of sinister biological complexity, not so much for its geometry.
Don’t get me wrong. I’d be horrifed like
everyone else if I were to encounter the
Mandelbulb on a dark country road late
at night. But I think this would just be a
variant of the horror I’d feel if encountering a five-headed dog or a black angel on
the same road, even though these creatures would appear in perfectly three-dimensional, Euclidean fashion. It’s not just
a matter of taking the stap beyond Euclid
to Lobachevski and Riemann, but of stepping beyond geometry altogether. And
obviously, language can do this in a way
that the visual arts cannot.
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Remember that in “The Call of Cthulhu,” a sailor is swallowed up by an angle
of masonry “which was acute, but behaved as if it were obtuse.” Whatever that
means. This is not something to which
advanced mathematicians are any closer
than are you or I. This is why I am unsympathetic to scientistic interpretations of
Lovecraft, and am not completely sympathetic to the “materialist” interpretation
of Lovecraft found in Houellebecq, much
though I love his book in other respects.
Lovecraft may be a materialist in the negative sense that he doesn’t believe in souls,
ghosts, or other spirtualist leftovers. But
this hardly makes him someone whose
world is expressible even in higher scien-
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tific and mathematical languages, even if
he sometimes gestures in this direction.
Cthulhu is metaphysically different from
our encounter with him, not just beyond
our limited sense-organs and cognitive
categories. Lovecraft’s numerous mathematical and scientific characters are every
bit as stumped as the less educated ones.
Let me now add a slight wrinkle to what
I have said. In Weird Realism, I argue that
there are two basic Lovecraftian techniques (ultimately four, but only two are
used frequently). There is the one we have
already discussed, which takes the form of
“the description I have given is somewhat
obliquely accurate, yet there was some
extra element of horror in the thing that
I struggle to put in words.” Some critics
of my book have called this a hoary old
literary cliché, but Lovecraft absorbs this
critique in advance by admitting it may
sound like a cliché, as when describing
the decaying corpse of Wilbur Whately:
“It would be trite and not wholly accurate
to say that no human pen could describe
it, but one may properly say that it could
not be vividly visualized by anyone whose
ideas of aspect and contour are too closely bound up with the common life-forms
of this planet and of the three known dimensions.” And I’m sorry, but this is just
not “purple” at all: it is very fine prose of
the highest literary caliber. It’s the classic
Lovecraftian gesture, the only one that
most readers notice.
But then there is a second major Lovecraftian technique. At times, rather than
saying that what he sees is indescribable,
he treats it as though it were perfectly describable, but then piles on such an impossible number of incongruent details that
we can hardly imagine while reading what
the thing must look like. That happens in

the passage after the one just quoted, parody (no doubt unintended) of the phiwhen Wilbur’s course is described in great losopher David Hume, who held that there
detail, though in a manner quite difficult to were no objects, only bundles of qualities.
assemble into a unit. Recall the descrip- You want to know what an apple is? No
tion of the Antarctic city, though even problem: it’s red, spherical, hard, shiny,
here it is only a distorted mirror-iamge of juicy, and so forth. Go on long enough and
that city in the sky: “There were truncated you will exhaust it; there is no “apple” over
and
above
cones, someall
these
times terraced
qualities.
But
or fluted, surPicasso’s candlesticks and
Hume is efmounted
by
violins cannot be obtained by
fectively retal cylindrical
adding
up all the cubistic planes
versed in the
shafts
here
that depict them
phenomenoland there bulogy of Edbously
enmund Huslarged and often capped with tiers of thinnish scalloped serl, whose whole method is to show that
there is an object beneath its crust of nudiscs…,” etc.
merous qualities. It’s not the mysterious,
In the book I called such descriptions a indescribable real object of Heidegger

“

”

The Call of Cthulhu, Dir.
Andrew leman. 2005
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Duel. Dir. Steve Spielberg, 1971

and of Lovecraft’s first type of technique:
“words necessarily fail me.” Instead, you
can perfectly well describe the Husserlian object, but it still remains not directly
perceptible, since it takes a lot of work to
amass so many qualities in a single thing.
It is also, I hold, the same object as found
in cubist painting, which might also be
read as an accidental parody of Hume.
Picasso’s candlesticks and violins cannot
be obtained by adding up all the cubistic
planes that depict them. The objects are
there, but each of their faces are somehow accidental and arbitrary, and so too is
the sum of all their faces.
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My point here is that this second Lovecraftian gesture can be translated, in principle, into visual terms. I cannot imagine
a film version of “The Call of Cthulhu” in
which the Wilcox sculpture was convincing. But I can imagine a Brad Pitt “At the
Mountains of Madness” in which computer graphics rendered an awfully convincing Antarctic city.

Lately I’ve been working with architects
and trying to learn their language, since
they have shown some interest in my philosophy. As a non-design person, it has
been a struggle for me even to imagine
what object-oriented building would look
like. But it occurs to me now that I may
have been looking in the wrong place. It
may be difficult for architecture, a palpably visual medium, to suggest “spirits”
and “general outlines” of its buildings. But
architecture, like film and the visual arts,
could easily succeed with the second sort
of Lovecraftian technique. It’s too early to
make a final decision about this, but it may
be part of the solution.
3. One of the techniques of analysis you
use in Weird Realism is to “ruin” passages
from Lovecraft, modifying them to remove
their specifically Lovecraftian characteristics and render them bathetic or over-literal. This reminds me a little of Daniel Dennett’s practice of tweaking the parameters
of philosophical thought experiments,

Re-Aniumator,Dir. Stuart Gordon, 1985

showing how they stop working or suggest different conclusions if we cut off one
“intuition pump” or raise the pressure on
another. Films in the horror genre, particularly those that aim at inducing the feeling
that sinister and occult forces are at work,
have their own vocabulary of suggestion.
Can you think of any particularly effective
examples of cinematic unease where a
small change in timing, lighting, camera
angle and so on would spoil the effect of
a particularly creepy sequence? Might the
technique of “ruination” be fruitful for the
analysis of such effects?
Sure, though I don’t watch as much
film as many of my friends, so my fund of
examples may not be very rich. Let’s start
with a popular film that I love very much:
Steven Spielberg’s debut work “Duel.”
This is the originally made-for-TV film
about a nerdy salesman who passes an
ugly black truck near the beginning of the
film, and the truck spends the rest of the
film trying to kill him. One salient feature of

the film is that we never see the driver. We
do see his boots at one point, but otherwise it’s just a white t-shirt, an evil gesturing hand, and the extremely vague outline
of a face. You could easily ruin the film, I
think, by letting us see the driver and learn
a bit about his background and motivations. The horror would disappear if we
were given too much information. Indeed,
I already wish that we knew less about
Dennis Weaver’s main character, such as
the fight he’d had with his wife. I prefer
simply to think of him as “David Mann,” his
name in the film: a generic human fighting
a vehicular Goliath.
As for timing, lighting, and camera angle, these are all important and there must
be countless ways to ruin them. We could
sit down and watch Hitchcock together
and I would probably notice a lot of them.
Ruination is an important philosophical topic for me, because it teaches us so
clearly about the gap between any thing
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and its literal translation. That gap is always there.

You mention Dennett, and I am appalled
by his suggestion (in the article “Quining
Qualia”) that wine-tasting as we know it
(“a flamboyant and velvety pinot”) might
be replaced by a machine that would replace the wine-taster’s verdict with a set of
The phrase “outsourced sincerity” is
chemical formulae. Obviously something adapted from Slavoj Žižek, who makes
would be lost here, just as magic tricks are some brilliant remarks about how we see
ruined if the
ourselves
secret is dias free and
...ideology is there in our practices, transcendvulged, threats
are ruined if
even when our conscious beliefs are ent and want
made too speto
ascribe
saturated with irony.
cific, the same
naiveté
to
for erotic sugothers. This
gestions, and finally also for jokes (an ex- can already be seen in his early comments
tremely important topic little treated by about Buddhist prayer wheels as a delphilosophers).
egation of our belief to inanimate things.
But the idea is even clearer when he disAt the Venice Biennale in 2011, I vis- cusses how we now outsource belief to
ited the Irish pavilion and heard the lecture the developing world: Muslims, Hindus,
by artist Corban Walker, whose sculpture and Fundamentalist Christians are given
consisted of a cluster of hollow metal- the task of doing our believing for us.
lic cubes all askew. When discussing the
influences on the work, he included the
Žižek’s wider point, of course, is that
fragile state of the Irish economy of the no one is really free from sincerity; ideoltime. That’s when I saw how you could ogy is there in our practices, even when
ruin the artwork: simply fix a tattered Irish our conscious beliefs are saturated with
flag on top of the cubes. The method of irony. I love his example about the Neoruination helps us see the ways in which Nazi who explains his views not with crude
any given work is not already ruined, and racist outbursts, but as the result of “a
breakdown of paternal authority and dithis brings its positive features to light.
minishing social mobility.” He speaks the
4. A phrase from Weird Realism that sophisticated language of academic socistuck out for me was “outsourced sincer- ologists, yet he is still a Nazi! I also think
ity” - this seems like a suggestive descrip- of the brilliant mock editorial in The Onion
tion of what film itself does, if we consider from 2005, “Why Can’t Anyone See That
the film-making apparatus as an object I’m Wearing This Business Suit Ironically?”
which observes the interactions between The editorial writer claims that he first wore
other objects, and then makes these ob- the suit as a joke, then “ironically” took a
servations observable in turn by an audi- job at a law firm and “ironically” cashed
ence. A lot of film criticism focuses on al- their stupid paychecks. He then marries “a

“
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ienation effects, on the ways that film can
display or induce detachment and withdrawal; do you think it might also make
sense to speak of “sincerity effects,” as
a way of focusing on the sensuous relationships that the making and screening of
movies bring into play?

”

clueless girl from Connecticut” who likes
shopping, and together they have “two
creepy kids” who look like something from
an old school textbook. I wonder if Žižek
has read that article, because it lends emphasis to his point: even the most ironic
cynic stands somewhere.
So, I mean to say, “alienation” must be
the most exhausted and miserable paradigm on earth. Everywhere, everyone’s a
detached observer, not invested in anything, not taking anything too seriously. I
detest the Williamsburg neighborhood in
Brooklyn, because that is where this attitude seems to have reached its peak at
this point in human history. To take just
one example, there was a cybercafe worker there who thought it was pretty cool not
to communciate with me verbally at all.
Everything was “ironic” smirks, slight inclinations of the head that were barely distinguishable from non-motion, and vaguely
discernible wags of his forefinger to indicate regions of the room. Finally, when he
could no longer avoid answering my questions in words, he turned his head over his
shoulder and passive-aggressively framed
the answer as a response to his jaded coworker. This cybercafe employee was the

Dagon, Dir. Stuart Gordon, 2001

very emblem of the contemporary hipster,
a personality type that has deep roots in
the idealist philosophy of the past two
centuries. If self and world are two distinct
regions, then it follows that to be remote,
aloof, and unabsorbed in the world is the
height of cognitive and even social prowess.
I’m all in favor of a post-ironic art, and
certainly in favor of a cinema against alienation. But this will all take awhile to work
itself out, and will need a few brilliant successes to show the way.
5. In Badiou’s recently-published collected writings on cinema, he suggests
that cinema can be a philosophical genre - rather as Weird Realism shows that
“pulp” literature can stage philosophical
questions with unusual tact and vividness,
and incite us to think about them in novel
ways. But as you also discuss in the book,
Lovecraft is not writing *as* a philosopher, and the fact that his fiction belongs
to the horror genre isn’t just an incidental detail. Although you’ve written books
that mingle philosophy with other genres
- I’m thinking of Circus Philosophicus here
- it’s always clear that they’re ultimately
books of philosophy,
in which whimsy, horror, the comic and the
grotesque are used to
make philosophical arguments vividly. Do you
think that philosophy is
necessarily a separate
genre, which can seek
its questions and materials in other genres but
cannot wholly inhabit
them, or is this an acci-
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dent of history related to the professionalisation of philosophy within the academy?
Can you envisage a philosophical cinema
- and if so, what might it look like?
Žižek has tried to show how many philosophical (or at least psychoanalytic) concepts are already woven into Hitchcock’s
film. Whatever one thinks of those efforts,
it is quite possible that film might resonate
with philosophy; philosphy resonate with
different disciplines at different times in its
history, and my view is that the arts in general are the future dialogue partner of philosophers, after four centuries of slavish
admiration of the hard sciences and the
deductive procedures of geometry. The
key point for me is that the “philosophical”
aspects of film should not be too literal.
If a filmmaker has a conscious philosophical doctrine in mind and puts that in the
film, the result will invariably be banal.
Imagine a hypothetical Heideggerian film
called “Throwness.” It would probably just
be a predictable story about how the lead
character is absorbed in the idle chatter of
the public until one day he has a liberating
experience of anxiety, and so forth. That’s
not the kind of relation that film (or any art)
should have to philosophy, dramatizing on
screen the explicit things that have already
been put into books.
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Philosophy’s task is conceptual innovation, an avoidance of the trench warfare
that leads us to choose one concept simply because it opposes another that we
happen not to like. What philosophy does,
or does at its finest moments, is carve new
paths that resemble no currently available alternatives. This makes philosophy
a Protean discipline that cannot afford to
rest in one place— though ironically, it is
also slower in speed than the other disciplines, which face pressures from reality to
innovate more quickly. Philosophy moves
more slowly, but moves at a level that others take for granted, along paths that lead
into all other disciplines without dominating them.
Since I’m a philosopher, all of my books
are of course philosophy books, even Circus Philosophicus, the most unconventional of them. I am a full-time philosopher
who is interested in all disciplines, though
I find it difficult to practice any of them
besides philosophy. The reason to stay
in close contact with other disciplines is
to share in the pressures they are facing
from reality: the need to respond to new
technologies and social forms. But since
philosophy can only be love of wisdom
rather than wisdom itself (cf. Socrates), it
has a certain ingrained negative element in
which the other disciplines cannot afford
to indulge. Other disciplines must all take
a stand in real time, and that’s why all disciplines are more political than philosophy.

The House is Bad.
by Caryn Coleman

The Haunting . Dir. Robert Wise, 1963

...a house arrogant and hating, never
off guard, can only be evil. 1
Cinema was born with a house that was bad.
In the late 19th century, George Méliès not
only laid the foundation for moviemaking but
he also established the association of horror
and the home with his fantastical short, The
Devil’s Castle (1896). Over one hundred years
later, the idea of the “old dark house” remains
unshakable; the recent phenomenal critical
and commercial success of James Wan’s The
Conjuring (2013) is but one example of audiences desiring classic ghostly interventions
within the familial space. But while the ubiquity of the house as a site from which spirits,
psychotic murderers, and demonic forces
come forth is genre commonplace, there
are a select few films that expound upon the
house itself as being evil.
So, what is an evil house? The evil house is
considered here as Deleuzian/Bergsonian durational space, one that exists in a temporal
status where there is a collapse of pasts and

presents, interior and exterior, memories and
events. The beginnings for a bad house lay in
its construction; the time in which all of the
above became embedded into its foundation
or, as Roderick Usher says, the house contains, “every evil rooted within its stones.” In
the bad house, the horror is unseen. It is not
a portal for ghosts nor is it the manifestation
of awful historical events. It is a vibrant living
being born and transformed from wicked environments that systematically lure, destroy,
and, occasionally, protect its inhabitants.
In the sea of haunted house films, three
most powerfully break away from tradition
and feature the “bad house”: The Haunting
(Robert Wise, 1963), House of Usher (Roger
Corman, 1960) and Burnt Offerings (Dan Curtis, 1976). All adapted from literary sources,
these films share narratives centering around
a female protagonist and play upon stereotypical distinctions made between the urban
(intellectual, scientific) and country (simple,
gothic) landscapes. Because they cinemati-
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in its role to entrap its victims. This calculating aliveness in the interior of Hill House is
achieved through innovative filming techniques that disorient the characters
and the audience. The beating heart of horror
is shown as entrance doors bend and creek,
bursting at their seams, nearly splintering
from the ghostly force’s oppressive weight
while the deafening pounding terrifyingly
echos through its halls.

The Haunting 1963

cally represent the potential power architecture has to embody horror, they become
a fundamental way to discuss what happens
when the spaces we build, particularly ones
that function as our home, turn on us and
to determine why this particular depiction
in film allows us to explore those elements
that horror so brilliantly reveals: depravity,
domesticity, and disjunction.
THE HAUNTING
Silence lay steadily against the wood
and stone of Hill House, and whatever walked there...walked alone. 2
Robert Weis’ film The Haunting (1963), adapted from Shirley Jackson’s novel The Haunt-
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ing of Hill House (1959), is considered to be
one of the scariest movies ever made. Filmed
in black and white, its horror is achieved
through its central character: Hill House. The
first glimpse of Hill House comes in an imposing exterior shot that reveals a 19th century
gothic mansion, architecturally deconstructed, dark and oppressive. This foreboding voyeuristic image shows a place where, even
before entering, one senses its inescapable
presence.
Human horrors have established the foundation to Hill House’s corrupted soul. The
epitome of a bad house, it systematically
killed each of devious patriarch Hugh Crain’s
wives and its design is intended to inflict isorientation of its inhabitants; the house thrives

The Haunting. 1963

At the possible/impossible junction
of concepts and experience, architecture appears the image of two works:
personal and universal...the moment
of architecture is that moment when
architecture is life and death at the

death of her mother. With built up resentment and guilt towards her mother, Hill
House becomes an eerie haven for her. As the
narrative unfolds, Eleanor’s instant bond with
the house reveals that she is an unavoidable
part of it. Her painful family memories conflate with matriarchal deaths of Hill House,
including an incident of neglect and suicide
involving a caretaker, to solidify permanent
merging of the two existences. This becomes
painfully evident when the house writes on
its own walls: HELP ELEANOR COME HOME.
Hers is a domestic return where she is firmly
reestablished back into her role of subservient provider; the simultaneous daughter and
mother.

The Haunting. 1963

same time, when the experience of
space becomes its own concept. 3
Taking Bernard Tschumi’s (see above quote)
view that there is an inherent disjunction in
architecture lies with the confrontation of the
space itself versus the event that takes place
within that space. The uncanny connection to
Hill House by Eleanor Lance in The Haunting,
who is the most sensitive of those invited by
Dr. John Markway to investigate its hauntedness, represents this idea of a disjunction
between a home as tructure and what happens to those within in. Socially awkward
and introspective, she has come to Hill House
to seek out adventure and friends after the

Hill House is an architectural vortex of time
and space in which the past and the present coexist. This type of unknowable force
experienced but indescribable housed in
a durational time echos the writings of HP
Lovecraft where strange histories resurface
to comingle with human channelers. In The
Haunting, this collapsed existence is most evident when Eleanor climbs the decrepit spiral
staircase in a hypnotic state. Here, Weis uses
claustrophobic angles of the architectural elements to collapse what is currently happening to Eleanor with the suicide of a previous
nurse. It is in these kinds of merged places in
film and architecture where the hiddenness
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House of Usher Dir. Roger Corman. 1960

of the world is briefly exposed. From this we
can see the liminal boundaries that exposes
evil, death, apparitions; the sort of things that
a person’s imagination can barely prepare
one’s self for the reality of experience.
HOUSE OF USHER
Evil is not just a word, it is a reality.
Roderick Usher, House of Usher 4

family history is outlined to Philip (murderers,
harlots, usurers) through a brilliant story
told through portrait paintings as Roderick
reveals that their house, brought over from
England, embodies the same inherent evil as
its builders. Still selfassured, Philip believes
the “curse” to be nothing more than superstitious and fights to take Madeline away from
all this madness. But what he doesn’t know,
and what turns out to be quite true, is that
the madness is quite real.

Originally penned by Edgar Allen Poe in 1839,
The Fall of the House of Usher has seen many With its brightly saturated atmosphere and
wonderful cinematic reimaginings, most no- interest in trancelike states, Corman’s House
tably by Jean Epstein in 1928. The Roger Cor- of Usher is a psychedelic neoGoth film that
man version is the first of his six Poeinspired transforms subtle 1960s aesthetics into the
horror films made with legendary actor Vin- Victorian era tale, a convergence of two time
cent Price.
periods
Tall, blond
o n l y
and afflictpossible
...Corman’s House of Usher is a psyche- in cineed, Price’s
Roderick
delic neoGoth film that transforms subtle ma. The
Usher
is
movie
1960s aesthetics into the Victorian era
an effemip r o tale...
nate powvides an
erhouse
understandhellbent
on wallowing in (and protecting) his family ing of the liminal boundaries between time
curse. Content to live in his misery with his and space in that it reveals the ageold associsister Madeline, Roderick’s real troubles be- ation of women and the haunted house that
gin when her jilted fiance, Philip Winthrop, is rooted in the Gothic tradition.
comes to rescue her. The Usher’s debauched

“

”
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House of Usher .1960.

To this end they [Gothic novels] created a landscape in which a heroine
could take initiative in shaping her
own history. By allowing the heroine
to purge the inflicted home and to establish a true one...these novels provided a meditation between women’s
experience of vulnerability and the
ideological uses to which that experience was put. 5
From this Gothic tradition we can see that
the heroines use their experience of vulnerability and ideologically channel that into a
progressive action that allows them to break
away from their traditional roles to forge new
destinies. From the Gothic to the modern,
the violent repercussions of domesticity in
House of Usher present a challenge to consider women’s evershifting roles as part of
the early 1960s feminist movement. The representation of Madeline in House of Usher is
one of an incapable young lady who has no
power and is at the mercy of the decisions
men make for her. She a woman who must
be protected by her brother or saved by her
lover. Madeline is weak only until the point in
which the house and the subsequent family
insanity take her over. Fed up with the control exerted by these two men and the selfcentered struggle they’re engaged in, she

comes back from the grave to destroy her
brother and the house that imprisons them.
She is finally enabled to stand up for herself
by taking action, no longer a victim she assumes the ultimate power to end the Usher’s
plague. Ironically, the driving force that acts
alongside Madeline as a catalyst in the final
engagement of destruction of their familial
evil is the family home, the very space that
imprisoned her.
BURNT OFFERINGS
God when it comes alive tell them,
Brother. Tell them what it’s like in the
summer. 6
Dan Curtis’ filmic version of Burnt Offerings
is fairly faithful to Robert Marasco’s brilliantly
vivid 1973 novel of the same name. A hazy
uncomfortableness permeates throughout
the film, occurrences are detailed but the
truth remains somewhat hidden and out of
reach. As with House of Usher and The Haunting, Burnt Offerings centers around a struggling family whose subsequent downfall is
caused by an inherently evil house. However
this country estate, in which the Rolf family
has escaped to for the summer, differs in that
it is an entity whose very lifeforce is dependent upon its inhabitants. The ambiguity of
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Burnt Offerings Dir. Dan Curtis, . 1976.

the home’s origins and purpose never truly
resolves itself but one thing is clear: the home
is in charge and it needs to be fed.
...we experience a sort of consciousness of constructing the house, in
the very pains we take to keep it
alive, to give it all its essential clarity.
A house that shines from the care it
receives appears to have been rebuilt
from the inside, it is as though it were
new inside. In the intimate harmony
of walls and furniture, it may be said
that we become conscious of a
house that it built by women… 7
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As Gaston Bachelard states, the construction
and care for the home builds its identity and
that this relationship can only come out of a
woman’s presence to care for, love, and give
her life to it. This sentiment echoes the love,
attention, dedication and sacrifice to the
rebuilding of the summer house in Burt Offerings. And similar to Eleanor’s kinship with
Hill House, Marion Rolf’s first encounter initiates an instantaneous obsession; she has also
found her way “home”. The strange love affair
begins with Marion’s resolve to persuade her
husband to rent the home and then, once
they move in, the connection deepens as she
priorities her household duties above all else.

Although unaware that she has entered her
family into ruin, Marion automatically assumes the domesticated duties the house
requires of her. Manically cleaning, organizing, and polishing along with caring for the
mysterious (and previous) “mother”, Marion
slowly becomes one with the house. Her appearance gets older as the house sucks the
life out of her, grey hair grows and Victorian
customs become her style. In essence, the
house has chosen her to be its caretaker, its
new mother. This ultimately damns her husband, son, and aunt to be its subsistence as
the house drains the sanity and life out of all
its inhabitants. With each drop of blood and
with each horrifying end, the flowers bloom,
roofs restore, and the interior glows.
The most mysterious part of Burnt Offerings
is the nonexistent mother who is both omniscient and absent. Eventually, as the merging between Marion and the home becomes
complete, she becomes the latest “Mother.”
What happened to the previous matriarch,
we’ll never know. This complicity in Marion of
familial sacrifice for full domestication to this
otherworldly house represents a return to the
traditional and fundamental Victorian ideals
of women/mother in the face of the second
wave of feminism in the United States. Unlike
some of the more gruesome films of the era

Burnt Offerings Dir. Dan Curtis, 1976.

that eviscerated women by example, Burnt
Offerings silently embodies the social norm
that women should be an integral life force of
the home at all costs. It presents a challenge
to the modern idea that women can be independent, urban, and ambitious by visualizing
the necessary rejuvenation of this house and
its (re)claiming of a new women to be the
center of the home. The home’s resolve to
firmly reinstate the matriarch is absolute. Our

mother…is back.

*****

So again, what is a bad house? This internalization of origin is the essential distinction between a house that is bad and the traditional
haunted house. For the houses in House of
Usher, The Haunting, and The Burning there
is no outside. If we think about Foucault’s
stance on there not being an outside when
it comes to power (that any fight for/against
it already exists within the system) we can associate the horrors of a bad house having always existed from within. These houses don’t
contain evil forces as conduit. Instead, they
are an integral part of their own dysfunction.

Burnt Offerings Dir. Dan Curtis, 1976
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All action and madness is internal; contained
within the house and inside those who succumb to it. Destabilizing the idea that evil is
a external construct, these houses embody a
hereditary trait of being bad.
It also seems that a house can’t fulfill its
function, good or bad, without a family. The
narratives of these films deal with quite dysfunctional families: incest, homosexuality,
infidelity, and murder are implicitly present.
“Bad House” films can therefore be interpreted as cautionary representations, reflecting the repercussions on the ills of society.
These bad homes are diseased by the family’s
depravity caused by the absence of the traditional family. The home’s action of subsuming women into the matriarchal role is an
attempt to correct the dysfunctionality that
has resulted from the move away from domestication. The bad home puts women back
in their place. Appropriately then, there is no
happy ending in House of Usher, The Haunting, and The Burning. Why should there be?
The conception of evil in a house born bad is
absolute and, as our heroines have violently
learned, there’s no breaking away from it.
1 Shirley Jackson, The Haunting of Hill House, New York, 1959, p. 1
2 Shirley Jackson, The Haunting of Hill House, New York, 1959, p. 1
3 Bernard Tschumi, Architecture and Disjunction, Massachusetts,
1996, pp. 71,74
4 Roger Corman, House of Usher, 1960
5 Kate Fergus Ellis, The Contested Castle: Gothic Novels and the
Subversion of Domestic Ideology, Illinois, 1989,
p. xii
6 Dan Curtis, Burnt Offerings, 1976
7 Gaston Bachelard, Poetics of Space, Massachusetts, 1964, p.69
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The “Mummy’s Curse?
Wrapping Ancient Egypt in western
notions of evil & guilt

By Mogg Morgan

The Mummy, Dir. Karl Freund, 1932

The idea of a curse connected with ancient
Egyptian mummies and funeral equipment
is one with a surprising long history in the
west. It’s origins lie in the medieval “mining” of eastern corpses for medicaents,
fuel and rags. Napoleon’s scientific expedition ushered in a new wave of Egyptianising style, when the curse became
a mainstay of Romanticism, a subconscious resistance to western imperialism
and the sacrilegious acts of antiquarians
and Egyptologists. In this early stage the
mummy is the hero. The curse received
new vigour come the discovery in 1922

of the intact tomb of King Tutankhamun,
a media storm swept the world, and the
supposed curse became a means to sell
even more newspapers. Hollywood soon
got on board making half a dozen movies
in which heroic western Egyptologists did
battle with evil reanimated mummies and
middle eastern demons. In a final phase
the mummy becomes a figure of fun. Lost
in all this is knowledge of our Egyptian
past where the mummy’s curse has become a major obstacle to its true understanding.
---------------
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The Mummy’s curse, the mainstay of dozens of novels, feature films and cartoons
is essentially a lie. But following Umberto
Eco, even a fake history can change reality. Perhaps we might moderate this and
see it as “urban legend” or “hyperreal.”
Innocent fun you may say, and mostly
harmless. Perhaps, although for those of
us who know and love the real old Egypt
it is a travesty that has placed a significant obstacle to the full understanding of
our past; and this matters because we are
all, truth be said, recovering for a collective amnesia. This is not to say that there
aren’t real occult mysteries to be found in
our Egyptian past; real horror that might
give better service to the undeniable human need for catharsis that can sometimes flow from the experience of horror.
Was it always thus?

Top: The Mummy, Dir. Karl Freund, 1932
Centre: The Mummy’s Ghost. Dir. Reginald
Le Borg. 1944
Bottom: Abott and Costello Meet the
Mummy. Dir. Charles Lamont. 1955
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When it comes to curses and mummies,
the discovery in 1922 of the intact tomb of
Tutankhamun was a real game changer. It
seemed like the world would never again
be the same. Before 1922 other, more romantic ideas about Egypt were the norm
in popular culture. This period in the west
begins circa 1800 when Napoleon invaded Egypt accompanied by a large scientific task force. This marks the beginning of
modern “scientific” archaeology. This romantic period came to an abrupt end with
the release of the first Hollywood mummy
film in 1931. The romantic view of Egypt
was presented in novels and short stories
that often challenged the western Imperialist project, most significantly the tomb
robbing activities of early adventuring
“Egyptologists.” Some of the iconic trophies of the world’s great museums were
accumulated during this period in a way
that would these days be wholly illegal.
And it didn’t stop: see for example John
Romer’s The Rape of Tutankhamun which
argues that more damage has been done
to the Valley of the Kings in the years since
Howard Carter’s discovery than had been
done in the previous 3000 years.

The Mummy, Dir. Karl Freund, 1932

The “romantic period” occurs against a
backdrop of “mummy mining”, where ancient Egyptian human remains were exploited as an industrial resource. Corpses
were exported to the USA, mainly for their
“rags” that could be used in paper production (see Reeder 2003). Augustus Stanwood, a paper manufacturer from Maine,
imported, stripped and discarded tons of
mummies until his mill workers protested,
blaming the trade for a local outbreak of
cholera! (Leca 1981 : 226 quoted in Day)
We’ve perhaps all heard the story that
mummies were used as fuel on Egyptian
railways! This is another piece of “hyper-reality” given life in a satire by Mark
Twain (see 1869 : 632) who like his near
contemporary, Ridder Haggard, attended
one of the many unwrapping “entertainments” after which the corpse was invariably discarded as rubbish. At this time
only a few experts could read hieroglyphs.
Thus the dead had no name. They were
anonymous; a mere product or industrial
resource.

It is into this milieu that stories such as
Theophile Gautier’s 1840 gothic tale, “The
Mummy’s Foot” began to appear. In a Parisian curiosity shop the protagonist buys
the pathetic remnant of a corpse, the foot
of what turns out to be a 4000 years old
Egyptian princess. This is an accurate reflection of the fragmentary state of much
ancient human remains; it echoes the reality of “mummy mining.” The protagonist
rejects its putative use as a paperweight,
and is rewarded when it returns to life,
conjuring fantastical dreams of the beautiful princess with whom the hero falls in
love.
Mummies in literature often are female and
beautiful, justifying Jasmine Day’s contention that some of these stories have a sexual, even rapacious undertone. But in this
period we are guided towards sympathy
for the ruined personality of the deceased
whose tomb has been desecrated and
body dismembered. This version of the
myth has genuine ancient antecedents –
notable the already mentioned “Book of
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cle, which have been cannibalised by
many screenwriters, are recognisable
from motifs such as “The Magical Book”
and “The Wronged Owner” who sends
the would be tomb raider on a romantic
quest. There is also the demonic emissary
of Bastet, cat goddess. Come to think of
it, cats have a regular walk on part in many
mummy stories.
What is missing from the ancient accounts
is any real mention of a supposed curse.
If magick is used, it isn’t to punish the visitor to the tomb. If anything visitations by
the living are encouraged; to pray, make
offerings and read the inscriptions (as long
as they behave themselves).

The Mummy’s Ghost. Dir. Reginald Le Borg. 1944

Thoth” whose original meaning had yet to
be twisted by Hollywood.

but not unscathed. The aggrieved ghost
revives and sends a demonic emissary
to retrieve his lost property. The emissary
The Book of Thoth is a character in an takes the form of a beautiful, lascivious
Egyptian story cycle, “Setna & the Magic women called Tabubue. Setna becomes
Book”, known from several manuscripts her slave, gambling all on the promise of
of Ptolemaic Egypt. The main story is set a sexual consummation. Tabubue ruins him
1000 years earlier around 1100 BCE. Set- making ever most outrageous demands
na is a minor member of the nobility who in exchange for sexual favours that never
earns a living as a scribe but is also, in real quite materialise. In a scene reminiscent
of the Faust legend, Setna
believes he is finally achieving
his heart’s desire but wakes
What is missing from the ancient
naked in the street, his penis
accounts is any real mention of a
inserted in a clay pot! [This
supposed curse.
last scene is redacted from
most English translations].
life, the earliest example of an antiquar- Just then, the king, an illustrious if distant
ian. He spends his spare time exploring relative, happens to come by. Oh the emthe Theban necropolis (modern day Lux- barrassment! He recognises Setna and
or) reading tomb inscriptions. One day a makes inquiries as to his sorry decline. In
shadowy figure tells him the location of the the end, the King gets the whole sordid
legendary Book of Thoth. When he tries to tale and together they set out to put things
retrieve the book, a ghost (the spirit of the back to rights, restoring the troublesome
tomb’s owner) appears and begs him not Book of Thoth to its ghostly owner. In a
to take it because it will only bring pain romantic twist they arrange for the ghost
and grief as indeed it had done already to to be reunited with his wife from who he
the tomb owner. Setna listens to but does had been separated.
not heed the warning. There is a massive
fight from which Setna emerges victorious Details of this excellent ancient story cy-

“
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Egyptians did have a morbid fear of
post mortem dismemberment, and who
doesn’t? The mythological paradigm for
this is the myth of the god Osiris. His body
is indeed guarded by poisonous serpents,
tasked by the goddess Isis. It is snakes,
rather than the reanimated corpses, that
do the repelling. Even so, if one makes the
appropriate offering formula (“Hotep de
nesew”), which many modern Egyptologists still do when entering new tombs,
one is pretty much left in peace.
You will look in vain for the famous lines
supposedly inscribed near the doorway to
the tomb of Tutankhamen. “Death comes
on swift wings to him that etc etc” - it
does not exist and is almost certainly the
hyperreal creation of some 1930s journalist! Zahi Hawass, once the world’s most
famous archaeologists is not adverse to
his own grandstanding quote: “Listen, all
of you! The priest of Hathor will beat twice
any of you who enters this tomb or does
harm to it. The gods will confront him --crocodile, Hippo and Lion will eat him.”
(1997: 43). But this is a rare example this
isn’t anything like the Hollywood curse.
The fact is that Egyptians themselves reused equipment and tombs; their pragma-

tism a form a homage to ancient funeral
forms. Ancient records survive of a period
of the so-called great tomb robberies circa 1100 BCE when Egypt was having a lot
of hassle from foreign invaders. (see Eric
Peet’s The Great Tomb Robberies of the
20th Dynasty). These extensive records
make no mention of magick or curses,
although the culprits are interrogated and
eventually executed by impaling.
It is really the Coptic Christian and later
Islamic period which replaced the Egyptian one where belief in “satanic” spirits inhabiting tombs is really strongest? Again,
note that these are spirit guardians associated with tombs; not reanimated mummies. Egyptian locals still refer to the troublesome spirits that prowl the necropolis
as a variety of Djinn known as “Faraon
Shaytan” which means “the pharaomic
shaitan.” There is obliviously still considerable respect for the wealth and indeed
baraka of the ancient Egyptians.
There are two passages in the Koran that
are particularly significant here K.10.88
“‘Lord’ said Moses, ‘You have bestowed
on Pharaoh and his nobles splendour and
riches in this life, so that they may stray
from your path. Lord destroy their riches
. . .” and K.26: 58: “We make them leave
their gardens and their fountains, their
treasures and their sumptuous dwellings.”
[The Koran trans N J Dawood Penguin
Classics 1956]. In other words, Egypt is
full of buried treasure and it is a pious act
to go look for it, as its existence proves
the veracity of the Koran.
A 16th century catholic scholar records in
a remarkable but necessarily posthumous
book, of how “... demons envy men the
salutary remedies of which are discovered from those corpses of Egypt. For
they guard with usual diligence the hidden
treasures and kill those who dig them up.”
This is Jean Bodin’s Colloquium of the
seven secrets of the divine c1588 (English
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The city of the sorceress in the district
of Akhmin

The Mummy’. Dir. Terence Fisher. 1959.

translation : 45). In life, Bodin was more
widely known as an officer of the inquisition who in his Of the Demon-mania of the
Sorcerers argued for the reality of magic
and the burning of witches, and who as
a member of the judiciary was directly responsible for such cruel sentences.
He was no doubt aware of contemporary
Arabic treatises on tomb raiding. The most
well known in modern times is The Book
of Buried Pearls which is used to spots in
Egypt and provide the necessary magical spells to ward off any guardian Djinns
or “shaitans.” Such 16th century books
was reported by Moroccan scholar Léon
l’African to be commonplace. The fame of
this particular treasure book spread well
beyond the Middle East.
In 1907 it was translated into French. It
was soon put to use by one archaeologist
as a useful guide to undiscovered monuments. The original translation was intended to discourage the locals from such
activities. After a short benediction, “Au
nom dieu clement and misericordieux”
and assurance that the treasure hunting is
inspired by God, it provides a gazetteer of
treasure. Here’s a short but telling extract:
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“Head to the idol of the sorceress to the
east of which stands a mountain. The idol
is carved in white stone and is well known.
When you see it begin your fumigation and
give it a good home with the face turned
to the east. Then measure a line from here
**** and dig down deep (gamah) and wide
(bastah). You will discover an iron gate.
Renew your fumigations and enter. Find
a specious area of seven clusters. There
stands another idol resembling that of the
sorceress. There are rooms full of silver.
[At this point one is required to sacrifice
a very black cat and use its blood as an
offering to the Djinn] One then daubs the
faces of both idols, on the top and bottom
with the blood etc. Incense this place with
church fire to cleanse it at the time of full
moon.”
Classic stuff really. This is the black cat
that recurs in so many stories, screenplays, and “genuine” acts of magic. The
cat sacrifice has become well known in
popular culture ever since. In Peter Ackroyd’s novel, House of Dr Dee, Dee is imprisoned in the Tower on suspicion of calculating horoscopes. He shares a cell with
Barlett Green from whom he hears a long
gory account of a cat sacrifice. Aleister
Crowley (1875-1947) is also well known
for performing an abortive cat sacrifice.
This all happened at his notorious experimental religious community in Sicili. The
results were disastrous and haunted him
for the remainder of his long life.
This unsavoury kind of magic, unlike the
moggy, has a very long pedigree. The
black cat crops up in the Story of Setna
and his magick book” where it assumes
the form of Setna’s sluttish nemesis Tabubue. A spell from a real ancient Egyptian
magical book found in a Theban cache in
the 19th century also contains a cat sacrifice. There are other examples, enough to
show how strong a tradition this is.

So how is that in 1931 that a new myth
took over? How was the curse of the
mummy according to Hollywood engendered? I am indebted to the work of Jasmine Day whose The Mummy’s Curse:

mummy mania in the English-speaking
world (Routledge 2006) opened my eyes

to the possibilities of hyperreality.
The first movie of the classic curse was
Universal Pictures blockbuster “The Mummy”, staring Boris Karloff and directed by
Karl Freund. This was ten years after the
discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb, a date
referenced in the plot when in 1921, a
British Museum expedition discovered the
mummy of prince Imhotep, who was supposedly condemned and buried for sacrilege. Also found in his tomb is the Scroll
of Thoth which can bring the dead back
to life. Ignoring the advice of his elders,
a rash young thing reads the scroll and
revives Imhotep with devastating results.
Years later the mummy sets out to recover the scroll and to revive his dead lover
Ankh-es-en-amon (details from http://
www.ancientegyptfilmsite.nl).
Some details of the film could just conceivably apply to a so-called execration
“burial”, of which there are examples in
Egypt. Mirgissa is an ancient fortress that
in ancient times protected Egypt’s troublesome southern border with the warlike Nubians. About 600 meters from the
fortress, in a sandy hollow, archaeologist
found a very strange collection of objects,
including indisputable evidence of human sacrifice. A human skull rests upside
down, its mandible missing, its upper jaw
flushed with the surface. A red cup, now
broken, held the skull in place. Nearby is
a traditional flint ceremonial knife used for
slaughter. The Nubian victim had been
sacrificed and their decapitated head
used as part of an elaborate magical “device” to defend against further incursions.
The unused remains of the body were discarded without ritual. The ideology of this

assemblage is well known; this is not an
isolated example. The unquiet, unnamed
dead, is forcibly co opted into this gruesome post mortem existence until some
unsuspecting explorer digs them up! (Ritner 1993: 162)
This “execration” or “punishment” burial
is nothing like the standard Egyptian way
of death. Ancient criminals would never
been given the privilege nor the benefits
of the venerable Scroll of Thoth, modelled
on the genuine Book of Thoth. Hollywood
screenwriters, like their audience, seem
to prefer the fake versions. They go to
great pains, adding plot twists designed
to prevent the audience having any sympathy for the mummy, who is after all the
wronged party, but must by all means be
seen as demonic in order for the narrative
to work.
Neither are we allowed to identify with the
native Egyptians, usually shown as childish half-wits. We are instead manipulated
toward sympathy with the tomb-robbing,
gun totting imperialists. This is all the more
odd when one considers that precisely at
this time Egypt was undergoing social
revolution leading in 1922 to complete
independence and the founding of modern Egypt. In the lead up to independence
hundreds of demonstrators were shot by
British squadies. Some of these peaceful
demonstrations are all the more remarkable for the first appearance ever of Arabic
women in political parties. We get none of
this in Hollywood film culture, merely the
same timeless, colonial dream. So basically, entertaining as it might be, there is
something fishy going on here. The way
“The Mummy” demonises Egypt is in fact
one of the most crass examples of what
Edward Said called “Orientalism”(the patronising western attitude toward the middle eastern, Asian and African cultures).
The discovery of the tomb of Tutankhamun generated enormous public interest.
This is then the driving force for the media
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creation of the curse legend, to keep the
story going and to sell more newspapers.
There was a convenient urban legend to
build on viz “The unlucky mummy” of the
British Museum. This was an urban legend popularised by Egyptologists and
museum curators as a way of drawing in
more visitors. The story is told by Margaret Murray in her autobiography My First
100 years (p176). In short, this supposed
artefact crisscrossed the Atlantic on various doomed ships, curators unwilling to
accept the cargo. In 1913 it travelled west
on the Titanic and east on the doomed
Empress of Ireland, eventually bought
from the salvage firm by the German Kaiser just before the outbreak of the great
war.
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So in conclusion, one must ask, does it
really matter? Is what happens in the movies mere escapist fun with no importance?
In the interests of entertainment is it ok to
frame ancient Egypt, indeed pagan culture
in general, as part of this kitsch dream?
To understand how deep our conditioning goes on this ask yourself the following question: Were the Egyptians buried
standing up and do their coffins have
convenient hinges? One might appeal to
venerable museum displays where elaborately carved coffins are routinely displayed in the vertical position, all the more
convenient for the evil dead to pop out
and shuffle about. I’d say all of this is an
elision of Egypt from the European mind.
It is a memory lapse or an engram. A vital
source of inspiration, access denied. To
consider what you might be missing heed
the words of the great 20th century artist
Francis Bacon (1909-1992). More perceptive than most he said that he had once
considered becoming a sculptor until he
encountered the visual culture of ancient
Egypt. A visit to Cairo in the 1950s confirmed to him the supremacy of Egyptian
art. They’d really done everything. There
wasn’t really anything left to achieve apart
from the odd footnote and it was this realisation no doubt influenced his decision to
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become a figurative painter.
Bacon undoubtedly overreacted; a select
coterie of intelligent artists has indeed
learnt to not merely replicate Egyptian
forms but to create from a shared sensibility. This has yet to happen in film. But
given that the “classic” orientalist mummy myth has pretty much run its course,
the latest crop is really more of the same
(more whimsy, more gore, more CGI). Is
now not the time for cinema to take heed
of authentic archaeological memory?

Manners and Guilt:

Audience Horror in Michael Haneke’s
Funny Games remake.
By Greg Scorzo

Mogg Morgan is a guide and author of several books
on Egypt. His latest Phi-Neter: power of the Egyptian
gods is published by mandrake.uk.net

Top: The Mummy’s Ghost. Dir. Reginald Le Borg.
1944.
Bottom: The Three Stooges - Mummy’s Dummies.
Dir. Edward Bernds. 1948.

Upper middle class people are
not simply the beneficiaries of economic
inequality. They exist in a social context in
which there seems to be a tacit acknowledgement of the unjust nature of the very
existence of an upper middle class. It is
almost as if this class exhibits a peculiar
kind of guilt; a guilt which manifests itself
in an exagerated politeness that appears
more civil than ordinary etiquette. This
civility, of course, is an illusion. Because
of the unjust position of the upper middle classes, their appearance of civility is
a kind of defensiveness. It is an elaborate performance that aims to justify the
money, property, and social status that
the upper middle classes deserve no
more than anyone else. Such etiquette
is a way of saying, “I should have more
than others because I am more refined,
more sophisticated, and more consider-

ate than those who have less than me.”
When one understands how this etiquette functions, it ceases to put one at
ease or generate comfort in social situations. It is horrifying. It is horrifying because this particular brand of politeness
functions to psychologically justify the
notion that class disparities are products
of deservedness. Upper middle class etiquette literally makes people believe that
the well off really do deserve more than
everyone else. It is this belief which functions to exhascerbate hostilities towards
wealth redistribution, the expansion of
social welfare states, or the poor itself.
These hostilities create a world which
reinforces financial and social inequality. It also reinforces the dependency of
people on markets that do not distribute
resources fairly or reward them for their
hard work, creativity, or vision. Because
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we live with these social phenomena in
the West, it is easy to forget just how unjust, pointless, and cruel they make the
world. And it is even easier to forget how
horrifying the attitudes and behaviours
are which make people sympathetic to
these phenomena. This horror is the subject matter of Michael Haneke’s 2008
film, “Funny Games.”
“Funny Games” has a deceptively
simple structure which gives it the appearance of a Hitchockian thriller. The
film tells the story of an attractive, pampered, upper-middle class family (The
Farbers) who visit a gated summer house
to fish, play golf, and socialise with other
business associates and their families.
The family consists of father George (Tim
Roth), mother Anne (Naomi Watts), and
ten year old son Georgie (Devon Gearheart). Shortly after their arrival at the
house, the family are greeted by two extremely polite, well dressed, and slightly
effeminate young men in their late teens.
They introduce themselves as Peter
(Brady Corbitt) and Paul (Michael Pitt)
and then proceed to play a series of sadistic games with the family. They first
annoy, then harass, and then torture and
humiliate the Farbers into a state of help-
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less acceptance before murdering them.
Part of what makes this process so terrifying is the fact that throughout it, Peter
and Paul exude the articulate manners of
upper-middle class etiquette. Like good
movie villains, Peter and Paul offer the
family the brief possibility of escape at
nearly every turn, but the family is essentially powerless to stop the plans of
these two, who we eventually see have
an omniscient quality that allows them to
literally control the events of the film.
Funny Games, like classic Hitchcock
films, presents the audience with suspenseful, nail biting scenarios which defy
its expectations while increasing its psychological engagement with the story.
The film uses expertly crafted cinematic
devices to toy with the audience’s desires while skillfully disturbing the audience. The film is exciting and terrifying
because of its intense emotions, powerful performances, and tightly controlled
structure. But unlike typical Hitchockian
thrillers for whom these descriptions also
apply, Funny Games has engendered
a uniquely hostile reaction from critics.
The main problem critics have with Funny Games is they believe it to be a film
which condemns the audience for actu-

ally watching it.
Reviewer David Ansen accuses the
film of “moralistic finger-wagging”, in
which director Haneke “scolds us for lapping up what he’s serving.”1 Ansen also
writes that Funny Games is an infuriorating experience because “the relentless
barrage of psychological and physical
torture is extremely well made and performed.”2 Ansen believes that the heroic
conviction with which Naomi Watts hurls
herself into the physically demanding role
of Anne actually makes the unpleasantness of Funny Games even worse than
it would otherwise be.3 Reviewer Andrew
L. Urban writes that “the film is nothing more than an actors’ showcase and
a hefty serving of Haneke’s self-indulgence” because “ the idea that Haneke
is implicating the audience in his funny
games of violence and torture to prove
what decadant lovers of screen violence
we are is non-sensical.”4 Urban then
goes on to accuse Haneke of failing to
see how audiences can tell the difference between screen violence and actual
violence.5 For Urban, Haneke is guilty of
hypocracy in having created the very on
screen violence that Funny Games condemns.6

This interpretation of the film stems
from the fact that Peter and Paul periodically address the camera and break the
fourth wall of the film before and during their sadistic violations of the Farber
family. Paul winks at the camera while
Anne finds that the pair have beaten the
family dog to death after politely borrowing George’s golf clubs. Later in the film,
Paul also announces to the Farbers that
him and Peter are going to play a game
where they both bet that within 12 hours
the entire family will be dead. As the family becomes frightened upon hearing the
severity of Paul and Peter’s threats, Paul
looks to the camera and addresses the
audience. He says to us: “I mean, what
do you think? Do you think they stand a
chance? You’re on their side, aren’t you?
Who are you betting on?” Later on when
the Farbers have resigned themselves to
their own impending deaths, Anne pleads
to Peter, “Why don’t you just kills us?”
Peter responds with a glib smile, “You
shouldn’t forget the importance of entertainment.”
Haneke’s own statements on his motivations for having made Funny Games
are often used to support the general
interpretation of the film as condemn-
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ing its audience for watching it. Haneke
has famously been quoted as saying that
Funny Games is a “film you come to see
if you need to see it. If you don’t need
this movie, you will walk out before it’s
over.”7 Haneke has also said that Funny
Games is “a reaction to a certain American cinema, its violence, its naivete, the
way American cinema toys with human
beings.”8 For Haneke, Funny Games is a
protest against the ways in which such
American cinema can present violence
without hurting the audience. “As an audience, you feel good about it. It’s almost
like you got on a rollercoaster-it’s a thrill.
In my films, what I’m trying to do is depict
violence in such a way that it becomes
reality again for the audience.”9 Perhaps
the most controversial claim that Hanake
has made on behalf of Funny Games is
the oft quoted comment, “I want to rape
the viewer into independence.”10
Haneke’s comments can certainly be
interpreted as lending credence to the
interpretation of Funny Games as a film
that condemns its audience for watching
it. But there is an alternative way of interpreting his comments. One can interpret
Haneke as having created a film which is
designed not so much to condemn its audience as to present that audience with
an authentic, uncompromising depiction
of violence which is unpleasant because
of what it illuminates. On this interpretation, the sarcasm and disdain displayed
in Peter and Paul’s breaking of the fourth
wall is not a condemnation of the Funny
Games audience. Rather, it establishes
a line of communication with the audience that differentiates Funny Games
from mainstream cinema. Mainstream
cinema induces its audience to enjoy
violence through its superficial treatment
of that subject matter. This superficiality
involves protecting the audience from
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the unpleasantness of violence. Such
protection comes in conventional Hollywood cinema’s tendency to simultaneously entertain the audience and satisfy
it’s desires in a way that feels more like a
fun romp than an authentic presentation
of violence’s horror. By contrast, Funny
Games induces it’s audience to reflect on
the horror of violence by forcing the audience to consider it’s own spectator position in relation to Funny Games.
This second way of interpreting
Haneke is superior because it illumintes
something about the film that the standard interpretation is silent about. Although Funny Games adorns the clothing
of a Hitchockian thriller, Funny Games is
not a thriller at all. Funny Games is a horror film. A thriller film is a film in which the
characters are in suspenseful, tense situations and in which their future safety and
outcomes are uncertain.11 A horror film
contains the suspense of the thriller but
contains a further element not present in
the thriller. A horror film is designed not
so much to thrill an audience as to force
the audience to confront something abject. An abject phenomena is a phenomena that appears monstrous because it
is both socially discarded and confuses
our understanding of certain conceptual
categories.12 Abject phenomena are the
stock in trade of horror films. They include vampires, zombies, werewolves,
and various supernatural phenomena.
But abject phenomena can also include
psychologically disturbed personalities
such as violent psychopaths and sociopaths.
The fundmental difference
between a thriller and a horror film is a
thriller may use an abject phenomena as
a device to further the tension and suspense of the film’s plot. In a horror film,
the tension and suspense is used to get

the audience to experience the horror of
the abject phenomena. This is the reason
why a horror film is called a “horror film.”
Funny Games uses it’s suspense plot
of the Farbers and their attempts to
evade torture and death as a means to an
end. The end is two fold. Most immediately, the end is to allow the audience to
experience the horror of the upper middle
class etiquette that Peter and Paul represent. But there is more than just this.
When Peter and Paul sarcastically address the audience by breaking the fourth
wall, the aim here is not to generate either
a light hearted comedic effect or to scold
the audience. This addressing of the audience is there to expose the audience as
viewers who are complicit in what happens to the family. This is again, an aspect of the film that critics have largely
interpreted as condemning the audience
for watching Funny Games. But this is
a mistake. What the fourth wall breaks
expose is the horror of being the Funny
Games audience. The audience has a
relationship to the Farbers where their
torture and murder is happening because
the Funny Games audience is there to

watch it. This audience position is horrific
because understanding it requires that
the audience become self-aware regarding its need to see bad things happen to
fictional characters in order to experience
a horror film. After all, if the audience is
steadfastly opposed to watching bad
things happen to good fictional people,
no horror film can ever be watched.
The fourth wall breaks do, indeed,
create a sense of guilt in the audience.
But this guilt isn’t simply guilt over having an interest in watching a horror film.
Funny Games can’t condemn the audience for having an interest in watching a
horror film because Funny Games uses
the horror genre to make a political statement. The statement made by the film
is that upper middle class manners are a
performance designed to mask brutality
and injustice. The Farbers use this mask
in order to justify their own priviliged
existence. Peter and Paul, in contrast,
use this mask as a form of parody. Unlike the Farbers, Peter and Paul have no
guilt about being seen as individuals who
want to directly inflict brutal injustices on
other humans. But they wear the mask of
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middle class politeness as an ironic joke.
The joke illuminates that the brutality and
injustice of Peter and Paul is inherently
part of the politeness manners performed
by the upper middle classes.
None the less, Funny Games is more
than an effectively gruesome political
statement about the horror of upper middle class manners. Funny Games is also
an attempt to make its audience aware
of the close psychological connections
between its ability to agree with a political statement and its ability to enjoy the
very things this political statement rails
against. This is the crux of the audience
guilt that Funny Games expertly induces
in its audience. One can see how this
works most clearly when one considers
that Haneke’s 2008 Funny Games is a
shot for shot remake of his own Austrian
version of the same film from 1997. Critics often claim that the 2008 version is
inferior because it adds nothing new to
the original and contains an attractive
Hollywood movie star cast. The high attractiveness of Naomi Watts is often interpreted as a way that the 2008 version
minimises some of the horror present in
the 1997 version. According to this line
of thought, the casting choice of Naomi
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Watts allows the audience to be titilated
by the sexual and psychological brutality inflicted on her by Peter and Paul.13
The titilation then minimises the horror,
cheapening the whole Funny Games experience. The problem with this attack on
the 2008 version is it ignores the extent
to which this audience titilation is actually
adding a layer of depth not present in the
original 1997 version. This depth comes
about because of the specific guilt that
the 2008 version creates in its audience.
In the original 1997 version, the Farbers were portrayed by Ulrich Muhe and
Susan Lothar. Both actors are attractive,
but not unusually stunning or glamorous as is the norm of a Hollywood film.
The visual ordinariness of Muhe and Lothar gave the 1997 Farbers a relatability
which inspired sympathy in the audience.
As the Farbers are brutailised and humiliated throughout the 1997 Funny Games,
the reaction from the audience is one of
sympathy and revulsion. It is ironically
this sympathy and revulsion which minimises the horror of looking at a frightened mother being psychologically and
sexually dominated by two men in front
of her family. When one feels nothing
but sympathy and revulsion at the op-

pression of another human being, one is
simultaneously comforted by one’s own
moral virtue. When the reaction of revulsion and sympathy is coupled with a feeling of arousal, we are presented with a
much more disturbing portrait of our own
character. We are, in effect, confronted
with the fact that we can understand
the pleasures of the very oppression we
simultaneously are revolted by.14 In experiencing not just the horror but the potential eroticism of cruelty, we are experiencing the potential amorality of our own
erotic reactions to the world. There are
few things more horrific than believing
oneself to be moral while being forced to
encounter the amorality of powerful psychological responses to the world that
happen within us.
No matter what level of moral virtue
we attain as human beings, we still operate with a set of desires that are plastic
enough to become expressions of altruistic benevolence or selfish cruelty. In order for these desires to become expressions of altruistic benevolence, we must
first be honest with ourselves about the
limits of our moral virtue. Because we
have an impossible to get rid of biological
capacity for both eroticism and mischeif,
we can never be completely free of the
experience of having fun at the expense
of others. Eroticism and mischief can be
warm expressions of affection but they
can also be inconsiderate, selfish and
sadistic ways in which humans enjoy the
thrill of dominating others. We may morally disapprove of the selfish and sadistic
ways in which we have the capacity to
enjoy these thrills. But we can never rid
ourselves of this capacity. In much the
same way that we can always imagine
what its like to be hurt, we can always imagine what its like to enjoy hurting others.

As ethical human beings trying to attain
competent, socially acceptable levels of
moral virtue, this aspect of who we are
is horrifying.
Funny Games does work to acqaint us
with this element of our moral psychology by commenting on how mainstream
cinema is normally dishonest in the way
it also tries to grapple with it. Mainstream
films allow us the voyeuristic thrill of
watching others suffer. But those same
films re-assure us of our own moral virtue
by allowing protoganists to either escape
or get revenge on the very movie villains
we get a micheivious (and sometimes
erotic) thrill from watching. A conventional thriller will showcase a conventionally beautiful actress being brutalised by
charismatic and very masculine male villains who she then can defeat while saving her family. We can be entertained by
and enjoy the cruelty of the charismatic
male villains because we know they will
ultimately be defeated. We can enjoy
the brutalisation of the attractive female
lead because we know that she will ultimately be powerful and strong enough to
defeat the male villains. We can assure
ourselves that we are in the audience to
watch a strong and clever woman become empowered in a difficult situation
to save her family. The villains themselves
will be stereotypically masculine, with
big, broad shouldered, and strong bodies
that normally fuck smaller-framed, traditionally beautiful women in poronographic media. All of these cinema cliches
trigger the primal part of ourselves that
has fun watching violence and the sexual
domination of others. Here, we are in a
confrontation with the darker side of who
we are. But it’s a confrontation that winds
up giving us ways to ignore or deny the
darkness.
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Haneke’s 2008 version of Funny
Games subverts this tendency by deliberately removing or subverting the cliches which shield the audience from the full
horror of their reactions to what is on the
screen. In Funny Games, we do get an
idyllic family tortured by charismatic bad
guys. We also get a beautiful actress in
the role of the strong and noble mother
who shows an incredible amount of bravery and strength in fighting for her family. But unlike in mainstream cinema, all
of her efforts fail. Her husband George
is completely ineffective and helpless
like most men would actually be in such
a situation. Anne is sexually humiliated
in front of both George and her ten year
old son Georgie. All three members of the
family, throughout the running time, are
harrassed, brutalised, and then casually
killed. It is the ten year old son who is
killed first, being shot by Peter though
the head. Parents Anne and George are
forced to watch. Throughout all of this
brutality, we never see any nudity or onscreen violence. Worse yet, the two killers
are charismatic without being particularly
masculine. Peter and Paul look like two
handsome, slightly effeminate teenagers
who are terrifying because their manners
are more dainty than aggressive; more
boyish than grownup. By the logic of
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both Hollywood movies and heterosexual
porn, Peter and Paul are visually neither
potential brutalisers or potential lovers of
women who look like Naomi Watts. In
mainstream cinema, they are normally
the sons or nephews of such women.
The lack of traditional masculinity in
Peter and Paul is no coincidence. Rather,
their dainty, boyish femininity is an attack
on the Hollywood gender roles embodied by Anne and George’s nuclear family. Peter and Paul’s attack on Hollywood
gender roles is not some progressive
move towards combatting heteronormative conventions about who should get to
have sex with a conventionally beautiful
mother. Instead it is part of an attack on
all social roles. Because Peter and Paul
represent the selfish pathology of upper
middle class manners, they function so
as to create social destabilisation. While
this destabilistaion winds up destroying
some reactionary social roles, it is ultimately too destructive to replace them
with anything positive. The roles disappear simply because the people who
have internalised the roles are being systematically destroyed by Peter and Paul.
Here, the film is doing more than
merely commenting on the vapid dishonesty of mainstream cinema that depicts violence. It is also holding a mirror
to the psychology of an audience clever
enough to understand the way the film
comments on mainstream cinema. On
the one hand, Funny Games is illustrating
that middle class politeness is a mask for
a horrific form of anti-social pathology.
In this regard, the film is playing up to
the progressive sympathies of the probably left-leaning fans of art cinema and
director Michael Haneke. On the other
hand, the film is ackowledging that even
this audience is there to see bad things
happen to the rich and beautiful Farbers.
More importantly, the enactors of such

carnage are two men normally seen as
having less social and sexual power than
the Farbers. As members of the Funny
Games audience, this is also the position
that we are in.
When Peter and Paul address us by
breaking the fourth wall, they are sarcastically reminding us that a part of us is
secretly thrilled by the domination of the
Farbers. Because we can see that Funny
Games is a critique of upper middle class
manners, we can allow ourselves to initially enjoy and be titilated by the sexual
and psychological domination of a family
we envy. As the film continues and gets
more and more disturbing, we are eventually repulsed and terrified by Peter and
Paul, yet we can’t stop watching them.
The film finishes its running time with us
in front of it. We remain captive to the
film in part, because we want to see the
Farbers triumph so that we can be rid
of our audience guilt. However because
we are watching a horror film in which
the Farbers are the victims, we on some
level gain satisfaction from watching two
non-masculine male teens systematically
destroy an older, richer, idyllic and attrac-

tive gender typical family right before our
eyes. Uncomfortably, these two young
non-masculine men periodically turn to
the camera to remind us of all of this.
This exhascerbates rather than relieves
our audience guilt. It’s like staring into an
unflattering but uncannily accurate photograph of our own moral psychology.
Funny Games, however goes a
step further than this. It doesn’t merely
exhascerbate our audience guilt. It reduces its entire narrative to an acknowledgement of that guilt in the film’s final
act. In the final 15 minutes of the film,
George and Ann have been reduced to
bruised, beaten, and exhausted play
things for Peter and Paul. Both George
and Anne have accepted both the death
of their son Georgie as well as their inability to evade Peter and Paul. Both are
so brutalised that they are simply waiting
in anticipation for their own deaths. Peter and Paul use this to their advantage
and force George and Anne to play more
games to see who can win in a sadistic
competition for a less prolonged and
painful death. While Paul is forcing Anne
to recite prayers in exchange for quickly
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drive us towards equality are closely related to the envy impulses that express
themselves in the ravaging of those we
perceive as being unjustly entitled. Because of this, developing sound moral
judgements is a matter of being at war
with oneself. When we deny this element
of who we are, we become complacent
and vulnerable. Much like the Farbers.
Notes.
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shooting (rather than slowly disemblowling) her husband, Anne gets a surprising
oppurtunity. She manages to grab a shot
gun from a nearby table and successfully
shoot Peter in the chest while Paul isn’t
paying attention. It seems as though
Anne has finally gotten the familiar cinematic upper hand, giving the audience
hope that she can stop the scary villains
from murdering her and her family. But
Paul quickly grabs the remote control
from a nearbye sofa and literally re-winds
the film to the point before Anne grabs
the shot gun that enables her to shoot Peter. As the scene starts to re-play again,
Paul grabs the shot gun before Anne can
reach it. Instead of Anne shooting Peter,
Paul instead shoots husband George in
the head.
This strange cinematic omniscience on the part of Peter and Paul is
a way that the film stops telling a story
which is independent of what the film is
directly saying to the audience. There is
no reason, internal to the story, why Peter and Paul have this cinematic omniscience. The only reason they have it is
that Funny Games wants its audience to

know that the Funny Games plot is predetermined from the outset. The two antagonists will win and the family will die.
The idea that the Farbers have a chance
against the onslaught created by Peter
and Paul is an illusion. But rather than
show this illusion by presenting failed attempts by Anne and George to escape,
the film shows Anne beginning to succeed only to have Paul re-wind the film
again so that she can fail. At this point,
Funny Games is no longer telling a story
that the characters interrupt in order to
address the audience. The story itself
simply becomes a direct communication
between the film-maker and audience. It
is now Michael Haneke, rather than Peter and Paul, who are talking directly to
us. With this scene, Haneke is telling us,
“I know what you want from this film. I
know you want me to absolve you of your
guilt. But I am willing to stop telling a coherent story if that is what I have to do in
order to prevent you from being able to
absolve yourself of your guilt.”
Our guilt is horrific; it is as horrific as the horrors of middle class politeness that the film skillfully rubs our faces

in. Funny Games wants us to experience
the horror of middle class politeness and
our role as viewers of Funny Games simultaneously. This is evidence of the
lengths that Funny Games is willing to go
in order not to be an example of upper
middle class politeness. It literally is rude
in the way it presents us with an abject
phenomena and then prevents us from
viewing that phenomena at a comfortable
and entertaining distance. When watching Funny Games, we can’t understand
the horror of upper middle class politeness without also understanding horrific aspects of ourselves. Funny Games
knows we are justified in condemning
the vast inequality that the entitlement
of the Farbers represents. Yet it also
knows that we can’t help but understand
the micheivious thrill that comes from
dominating and oppressing such a family. Here, Funny Games reminds us that
behind every rigteous and perhaps justifable moral outrage is a lurking envy. Because this lurking envy is human, it is an
envy that can express itself in violence,
sadism, and cruelty. This is the human
condition. The human sentiments that
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As for One+One, we are in an exciting period of development. This issue will be
the last One+One in the present format.
With this change, comes new challenges and a new direction for the remaining team. We want to make the venture
more sustainable and less reliant on unpaid voluntary staff,
who have given inordinate amounts of their own time to
keep this as an exciting innovative platform for our readers
and writers over the last 5 years.
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The One+One filmmakers journal will become “One+One - Film and Culture on
the Offensive.”
The new web-site will be changing format and becoming more of a rolling blog,
to take on-going articles , vlogs and experimental writing, which are about film
and culture but are saying things in a new, interesting, and thought provoking
manner. This will enable new material to be posted regularly with no deadline.
That in turn will will provide more opportunities for writers and articles as we can
increase the volume.
We want to combine theoretical discussions and philosophical journalism about
film, culture, and politics with more humorous and light-hearted pieces of social
commentary. Discussions will continue to be deeper than your average web
chatter about film and culture while also being more controversial than your average theory about film and culture.
We will be selling books (compilations of articles) and undertaking more talks,
panel discussions and in the long-term, courses, conferences and summer
schools. In addition we will be offering membership, with all sorts of perks, and
requesting donations so that we can keep things going in terms of the running
costs and development of the magazine.
We are currently looking to broaden our team/co-operative members, particularly
in terms of web-site building and development skills, Social Media Marketing,
SEO knowledge, and illustration and design.
We will be based in Leicester, UK, but are still also working from Brighton, and
location is not a problem as we currently do a lot of our work/meetings through
social media and SKYPE.
If you are interested in getting involved please contact:
submissions@oneplusonejournal.co.uk, or Lizzie on 07841 342952
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